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Economic Data Spurring Stock Run into Year-End

The conclusion of the 2016 presidential election had
a predictably salutary effect on stocks, on a combination of
post-election relief and sentiment that the Trump victory
would result in fiscal stimulus. The economy that the out-
going administration is handing off is in reasonably good
shape, with an increasingly confident consumer now join-
ing a reawakened industrial sector. The latest data support
the view that this economy is poised for growth regardless
of the policy prescription for 2017.

SOLID IF UNSPECTACULAR JOBS REPORT
December got underway with a solid, if unspectacular, non-
farm payrolls report for November. The headline number -
178,000 jobs added - was overshadowed by the drop in the
U3 unemployment rate to 4.6%. That is the lowest rate of
unemployment in nine years and is ironically timed, fol-
lowing an election in which jobs were a key theme. How-
ever, the nature of those jobs was underscored by the con-
tinued decline in manufacturing and growth in lesser-pay-
ing service jobs.

The 178,000 jobs added in November were slightly
ahead of the pre-reporting consensus of 175,000 and in line
with “new normal” levels. So far in 2016, employment
growth has averaged 180,000 per month. During 2015,
employment growth averaged 229,000. As the economy gets
closer to full employment, we can no longer count on adding
more than 200,000 jobs every month.

Presumably, a full-employment economy would grant
workers some wage leverage. That did not happen in No-
vember, as average hourly earnings declined 0.1%. That
number is likely an aberration within the broader trend of
rising wages; but, consistent with the kind of jobs being
created, wage growth is unlikely to run up sharply in
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coming months. The average workweek was unchanged
at 34.4 hours.

Employment in business and professional services rose
by 63,000 in November; within that, accounting and book-
keeping added 18,000. Healthcare employment rose by
28,000. In a plus for traditional blue collar employees, con-
struction added 19,000 jobs. But manufacturing declined.

The 4.6% unemployment rate was a mixed blessing.
On the one hand, more workers found jobs; but the govern-
ment also reports that more discouraged workers dropped
out of the labor force. The labor participation rate edged down
to 62.7% in November from 62.8% in October. Many
economy bulls have argued that labor participation rate fails
to adjust for the demographic of baby boomers moving
through and out of the labor force. But the labor participa-
tion rate for prime age workers, those aged 25 to 54 years
old, also declined, falling to 81.4% in November from 81.6%
in October.

The jobs report likely did not directly impact the Fed’s
decision on interest rates. The Federal Open Market Com-
mittee meets on December 13-14, and the market overwhelm-
ingly expects a quarter point rate hike – the first in a year, and
the second in what has become a very restrained rate cycle.

CONSUMERS ARE FEELING BUOYANT
Since the election, the focus has been on the industrial sec-
tor, which is expected to benefit from fiscal stimulus in the
form of reduced taxes and government spending on infra-
structure. The Chicago-area purchasing managers’ index
(PMI) rose by 700 basis points, to 57.6% in November. This
number from the largest heartland city suggests that purchas-
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ing managers are anticipating real action from the incoming
administration. These PMs may also be responding to positive
data that is directly in front of them and not dependent on a
significant change in government policy.

The consumer has been the quiet hero of the ongoing
economic recovery, however. Far from showing signs of ex-
haustion, the consumer is responding positively to existing
conditions and may be cheered by the prospect for more job
creation and prosperity.

Consumer confidence rose to a nine-year high in Novem-
ber. The Conference Board’s consumer confidence index
reached 107.1, from an upwardly revised 100.8 in October and
far outstripping consensus expectations. We would not read
too much into the data; most consumers in the poll were sur-
veyed before the election. Judging by the post-election rally in
stocks, though, it is fair to assume that consumers are not treat-
ing the change in leadership as a negative.

Consumer confidence is sometimes considered a lagging
indicator. After all, the prior high from nine years ago occurred
just five months before 2008, the year of the great recession.
That said, just 14% of survey respondents are anticipating fewer
jobs in coming months.

Another reason for consumers to feel good about their
prospects is rising income. According to the Bureau of Labor
Statistics within Commerce Department, personal income in-
creased 0.6% in October. Disposable personal income also rose
0.6%, better than the 0.3% hike in personal consumption ex-
penditures for the month.

The ongoing rise in market rates of interest rates has
awakened fears that the housing recovery could slow, as buy-
ers confront higher mortgage rates. It is early in the rate cycle,
however, and we see little evidence yet of a slowdown. Octo-
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ber construction spending rose 0.5%, following no change
in September. While non-residential spending was down
2.1%, home construction was up 1.6%. In an interesting note,
construction spending on government projects jumped 2.8%.
That was the biggest increase since December 2015, and
reflects growth at the federal and state & local levels as well.

Not every part of the consumer economy is running at
top form. Auto sales and truck sales in November each eased
from October levels. Both GM and Ford reported annual
sales growth in November 2016, which appears to have ben-
efited from extra selling days compared with November
2015. Opinions are split on whether or not the automotive
selling cycle has peaked. The seasonally adjusted annual-
ized rate (SAAR) was 17.83 million in November, down a
notch from the peak 17.90 reading in October. Even if this
industry is slipping down from top levels, it still remains a
very healthy indicator of a strong consumer economy.

CONCLUSION
Real gross domestic product rose at a 3.2% rate in 3Q16,
representing the best real growth since GDP rose 5.0% in
3Q14. The strong 3Q16 reading signaled broadbased strength
across the consumer, commercial and industrial economy,
with a few caveats.

The stock market has reached the point where inves-
tors are piling into the year’s winners and shunning the los-
ers. We expect investors to remain invested in risk-on sec-
tors, including financial services, consumer discretionary,
energy and materials. They may increase allocation into
smaller and less-seasoned names. With the new year will
come a new set of assumptions. But the 2016 year, one of
the most unpredictable on record, is not over yet.

Jim Kelleher, CFA,
Director of Research
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